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In this work I investigate the syntax and semantics of two groups of spatial prepositions
in Spanish. The first group, which I term “small Ps,” includes forms like bajo ‘under,’
tras ‘behind’ and ante ‘front.’ The second group, which I term “big Ps,” is made up of
the morphologically-related prepositions debajo ‘DE.under,’ detrás ‘DE.behind’ and
delante ‘DE.L.front.’ An example with the bajo ‘under’ / debajo ‘DE.under’ pair is given
in (1) below.
(1)

a.

El
libro está
bajo la
the
book is
under the
‘The book is under the table.’

mesa.
table

b.

El
libro está debajo
de
the
book is
DE.under of
‘The book is under the table.’

la
the

mesa.
table

In this paper, I describe the different behavior of the Ps in these two groups,
illustrating first and foremost that “small” versus “big” Ps display a series of syntactic
and semantic asymmetries. In the first place, I show that while a bare nominal is
possible as the complement of a “small” P like bajo ‘under,’ it is not possible as the
complement of a “big” P like debajo ‘DE.under,’ as shown in (2).
(2)

a.

El
pirata escondió el tesoro
bajo
the
pirate hid
the treasure under
‘The pirate hid the treasure underground.’

tierra.
earth

b.

*El
pirata escondió el
tesoro
debajo
the pirate hid
the treasure DE.under
‘The pirate hid the treasure underground.’

de
of

tierra.
earth

I propose that the ungrammaticality of (2b), with the bare nominal tierra ‘earth,’
is a direct consequence of a general requirement on the distribution of unmodified bare
nominals inside the clause in Spanish. This requirement, formulated completely
independently of the question of locative prepositions, states that bare nominals are
banned from occupying A-specifier positions (as proposed by Cuervo 2003). I claim that
the contrast between (2a) and (2b) can be explained if the nominal tierra ‘earth’ is a
complement in (2a) but an A-specifier in (2b). With this fundamental
complement/specifier difference in place, I then go on to flesh out the analysis for
“small” and “big” Ps. In particular, I postulate that in the case of “small” Ps (e.g bajo
‘under’) “what we see is what we get”: the P selects a single nominal complement. In
contrast, the structure of “big” Ps (e.g. debajo ‘DE.under’) is more complex: the
complement of a “big” P is a functional projection whose specifier is the nominal (as
confirmed by the bare nominal facts) and whose complement is a silent PLACE element
(in the spirit of the analyzes embraced by Terzi 2010 and earlier work, Noonan 2010,
among others). Inside this projection, the nominal (e.g. (de) la mesa ‘(of) the table’ in

debajo de la mesa ‘DE.under of the table’) is interpreted as being the “possessor” of
PLACE . I argue that other syntactic contrasts exhibited by “small” and “big” Ps,
namely, the (un)availability of coordination and adverb intervention, lend further
support to the structures put forth in this work.
On the semantic front, I discuss the locative interpretation of the PP and the
(un)boundedness of the nominal. With respect to the first contrast, I draw attention to the
fact that “small” PPs may have a non-locative interpretation, whereas this is not possible
for “big” Ps. I claim that this is precisely due to the fact that the structure of “big” Ps
contains a silent PLACE element, whereas silent PLACE is absent from the structure of
“small” Ps. The second semantic contrast I address is the bounded versus unbounded
interpretation of the nominal. I observe that the nominal complement of a “small” P can
be interpreted as bounded or unbounded. However, the nominal complement of a “big”
P is always necessarily interpreted as bounded. This contrast in boundedness is
illustrated in (3).
(3)

a.

Me
acosté a
descansar
CL.1SG lay
to rest.INF
‘I lay down to rest in the sun.’

bajo el
under the

b.

#Me
acosté a descansar
debajo
CL.1SG lay
to rest.INF
DE.under
‘I lay down to rest right underneath the sun.’

sol.
sun
del
of.the

sol.
sun

I propose that the anomaly of (3b) is a direct consequence of the fact that the nominal
complement of a “big” P is a possessor, whereas the nominal complement of a “small” P
is not. I show that other possessive structures (such as datives and sentences with the
verb tener ‘have’) also seem to exhibit a ban on unbounded possessors.
Finally, I relate the contrast between “small” and “big” Ps to the contrast
between non-clitic doubled structures (e.g. Vi a María ‘saw.1SG A María’) versus their
clitic-doubled counterparts (e.g. La vi a María ‘CLACC saw.1SG A María’) observed in
Uriagereka 2000. I show that, more abstractly, the syntactic and semantic parallels found
across these seemingly unrelated phenomena further support the promise of the present
proposal.
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